UK 100 UNIVERSITY COURSE (Title to be assigned). (1-3)
This course permits the offering at the introductory level of special courses of an interdisciplinary, topical, or experimental nature. Each proposal must be approved by the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. A particular title may be offered at most twice under the UK 100 number. Students may not repeat under the same title. Prereq: Will be set by instructor.

UK 101 ACADEMIC ORIENTATION. (1-3)
This course is designed to assist undergraduates in adjusting to the academic life of the University. Through lectures, discussions, exercises, and out-of-class assignments, freshmen students will gain a better understanding of the purpose and nature of a university education, will acquire skills for achieving academic success, will learn how to make effective use of the University’s resources and will engage in small group interaction with peers and with University faculty. Sections offered for three credits will devote approximately half the classroom hours to career planning and to the choice of a major. Offered on a pass/fail basis only. Lecture hours will be determined by the instructor, depending on the content of the course.

UK 201 ACADEMIC ORIENTATION FOR TRANSFERS. (1)
This course is designed to assist transfer students in adjusting to the academic life at the University of Kentucky. Through lectures, discussions, exercises and out-of-class assignments, transfers will gain a better understanding of the challenges which they will encounter and, thus, will learn how to make effective use of the University’s resources. Considerable attention will be directed to career planning and to the choice of a major. Offered on a pass/fail basis only. Lecture, two hours per week for seven weeks.

UK 300 UNIVERSITY COURSE (Title to be assigned). (1-3)
This course permits the offering of special courses of an interdisciplinary, topical, or experimental nature. Each proposal must be approved by the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. A particular title may be offered at most twice under the UK 300 number. Students may not repeat under the same title. Prereq: Will be set by instructor.

UK 301 CROSS-CULTURAL STUDIES (Subtitle required). (3)
A study of a non-Western or Third World culture (or cultures) through an examination of its cultural, artistic, social, political, economic or religious traditions. The particular culture(s) to be studied and the approach to be adopted will be determined by the instructor. Each course proposal must be approved by the Dean of Undergraduate Studies and students may not repeat the course under the same subtitle. May be repeated to a maximum of nine credits.